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Scientific literacy is arguably the most important skill for psychology majors to acquire. And as research indicates, it is a skill that can be strengthened by connecting the study of psychology to the lives students lead. Studies have shown that cognitive load is reduced when instructors present new material—say, a statistical concept like correlation—in the context of something students already understand. Thus, by applying quantitative thinking to March Madness college basketball, Cosmo quizzes, fake news in The Onion, rhyme density in hip hop songs, or American Idol rankings, students are able to more readily understand complex scientific ideas and methods.

In these sessions, Susan Nolan shares a framework for helping you teach students to think like scientists. Included are a wide range of sure-fire real-world examples you can embed across the psychology curriculum—from introductory classes to capstone courses—as you show students how to become more proficient in their scientific and quantitative reasoning.

To register, visit macmillanhighered.webex.com and click on “Training Center.” Susan Nolan is offering her presentation at two different times. Register for the time that works best for you.
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